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-Energy
change
hits UCF

...

by Frank Forester
staffwrfter

Sleepi~g Through'It All

Photo by Deane 'J ordan

· B_y using infrared film, Deane Jord~n ·w~s able to turn the 'trees outside the Engineering Building white and
the sky bla~k. An unidentified student was caught unaware. .
_
·
.

Tod~y's Future

Coming
Along
An ad-hoc committee has
been set up to evaluate and
revise the present Environmental Stu[l,ies Program.
Reporter Kathleen Foronda
gives her account of the
progress on page 3.

Sing·AtoDg

UCF representatives
control model senate
· by Carol Arnold
staff writer

By winning two maj9r awards and sending the largest delegation~ t:-he UCF
representatives dominated the Model Senate hosted by Stetson University held
February 21-24.
"In the nine years UCF has sent representatives to the Model Senate, this is the
best prepared bunch I have ever seen," said Dr. William Jervey, political science
profrssor and sponsor for the group .
Mary Gravelle, of Stetson University , said, "UCF delegates were the best
organized am! had the best portrayals of the actual senators."
· ·
Greg Stark, portrayihg Sen. Henry Jackson (D-Wash.) received the award tor
Best Committee Chairman as chairman of the Energy Committee. Best Characterization Award went to Mike Driscoll for his portrayal of Sen. Jesse Helms, the
republican from North Carolina.
The Model Senate is hosted each year by Stetson University in Deland . This is
the ninth year UCF has participated in the event that brings politica l science
students from the Southeast together to submerge their own personalities and try
to ta_ke on the characteristics of their assigned se~ators.
According to Robert Nagel, the conservative senators outnumbered the liberals.
· · Senate page 8

Farmer Faces member Rad
Stewart is featured in a VG
film that . opens tonight.
Stewart is shown in his last
performance with the band. '
For a full account, ·read by Barbara Cowell
~ page JO.
managing editor

The Department of Energy has granted
permission to nine Florida -Utility
companies, including Orlando Power,
to use natural gas instead of fuel oil to
generate electricity.
According to a news release from
Senator Richard Stone's office, Sen.
Stone and Sen. Lawton Chiles both
support the measure.
The change from imported fuel oil to
natural gas will not result in lower
electricity prices for UCF which has
already exceeded their energy budget
by $100,000.
Richard N_euhaus
assistant director .of the physical plant,
said the switch may slow the rise in
prices but is not expected to result in
any lowering of rate~,.
Bill Purs1ey, Stone's legislative aide,
agreed with Neuhaus, and said the best
possible result from the change is1 a
decreased depe'n dence on imported oil.
Utility rates in Florida are based on
a cost plus profit formula established
' ' the Public S~rvice Commission, said
, Llrslev.
If DOE refuses the utilities' request,
utility rates are expected to increase
significantly said Jean Parvin, Stone's
press secretary.
,
There is currently an abundance of
natural gas, and Stone is pushing foF
pipeline to newly d~veloped gas fields
in Mexico, Parvin said.
Parvin and Pursley agreed that .the
increased demand for gas may result in
price rises for . natural gas, including
gas used in the home.
· Neuhaus said the price of natural gas
has risen from $1.47 to $2.50 per
million BTU's in the last year, and
another price increase is anticipated in .
March. He said it now costs 35 cents
for rnoug~ natural gas to produce the
same amount of energy as 40 cents
worth of oil.
George Standridge, a spokesman for
Orlando Power, said it was "just
speculation" that gas would soon be
more expensive and scarce than oil.
He stressed that the use of natural
gas as a boiler fuel is a short term
Energy page 8

a

Chemical causing problems ·for vets

PfayAlong
The Baseball Knights took
on the University of South
Florida Bulls. They walked
away with a score of 10-3,
keeping
their
winning
record intact. Read Fred
Lee's account of the game,
page 14.

"No other group of veteran's came
out of any war with bigger problems ·
than the Vietnam vete.ran," said Thom
Costa, coordinator for Veteran's Affairs. "First thcv wrre I isted as ba bv
ki llers. Now they have to worry about
the effects.of Agent Orange."
Costa believes that many veterans
now attending UCF or li~ing in the
Central Florida area may be affected
by Agent Orange.
Agent Orange is a herbicide
produced by the Dow Chemical Company among . others. It was ·used in
Vietnam to defoliate trers surrounding
the American bases so enemy guerillas
could be easily spotted. It has also
been used tliroughout the Unikel

Stat('s and has been found in several
.water supplies. Dioxin is found in
Agenl Orange. It is believed to be the
most toxic man-made substance known
todav.
A~vone who served in Vietnam from
1961~72 may be suffering from effects
of Agent Orange. According to Costa ,
symptoms include skin eruptions,
headaches, severe depression, stomach
and kidney problems as well as loss of
libido. Children of infected ve,terans
have been termed · "monsters," according to Nancv Wilson, counselor and
coordinator .for veterans.
"These
childrrn are, born with enlarged heads
and livers, club foot, cleft palates and
kidney abnormalities.
The correct
terminology is to calf them monsters.
Some deformities have never been seen

before," she said.
Those veterans ·suspecting they have
problems because of the effects of
Agent Orange are urged to stop by and
fill out a questi~nnaire that has ~een
drawn up by Agent Orange Victims International. ·The
group
was
established by a young man who has
died from stomach cancer believed to
be caused by Ag.ent Orange.
Wilson added that veterans have often been caught up in a bureaucracy
between the Veteran's Administration
and the federal government. "The VA
hasn't been too responsive to their
needs. People today try to pretn~d that
the problem i~n't there. They act like if
they don't know about it, it doesn't
e.xist but that's. not· true."
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UCF Ne~sfronts

The student must complete an "Intent to Graduate" form, available in the
Registrar's Office, not later than the last day of the Add/Drop period in the quarter
in which graduation is anticipated.
. The candidate for ·graduation must initiate a checksheet for ~raduation with
· his/her adviser. At the end of the quarter, the checksheet will be completed and
forwarded for approval to the dean of the college in which the student is enrolled.
If approved, the dean will send the checksheet through the appropriate channels to
the Registrar's Office for inclusion in the student's permanent record.

Rising inflation boosts
cost of dorm living
D<;>rm residents should expect an increase in housing rates this fall, said J.P.
Goree, vice president for Business Affairs.
William Grr, acting director of housing, said rising costs due to inflation are
the reason for the jump. He said the amount of the increase has not been decided.
Housing and Student Affairs officials will submit a proposal to UCF President
Trevor Colbourn, who must approve it and send. it to the Board of Regents for final
consent. Orr said he "won't go public" with an estimate yet, "but an increase is
needed."
Dorm residents are currently paying $200 a quarter for a double room or $220
~or a single. They pay extra for a requ~red meal plan. The 10-rrieal plan costs
. ~304.50. The 14-meal plan is $3 l 7.10 and the 19-meal deal is $334.60 quarterly,
explained Rosalie Creamer, secretary in the Housing office.
·

~ecreased

graduation ceremonies
won't hurt winter or summer·grads
by Michelle Masterson
sbffwdter

Students finishing their degree requirements in the winter and summer quarters
are graduated even though graduation ceremonies are only held in the fall and
spring, according to Dan Chapman, commencement chairman.
"When we put this .program into effect," said Chapman, "we wanted to ensure
that there would be no inconvenience to the students. When they finish their
degree requirements, they are for all intents and purposes graduated. That fact is
put on their permanent record. They can then go through the final ceremony if
they want to."
Graduation cereri-ionies were cut back from four times a year to two times
because of the large amounts of money involved in each ceremony.
1
According to Chapman, it costs almost fourty-five cents to have each chair put
up and $7000 to rent a quality organ. The reflecting pond must a\sp be drained
and cleaned. ·
:
·
"Now that we hav~ only two ceremonies, we're able to do a little more commencement in . the way of show. Graduation is quite an expensive proposition,"
Chapman said.
UCF was the only state university that had four graduation ceremonies.
.. Most of the state universities have only one or two graduations a year. We
were the only school to have four . It was just too expensive," Chapman said .
No matter when you plan on graduating, there are certain procedures that must
be followed.
Listed on pages 57-58 of the UCF 1979~80 catalog are the s.teps in the
graduation process.

The SPOT is oni

CENTRALl/ZED
SERVICES
DISCOUNT TICKETS
Rosie O'Gradys

Reg.
8.25
Available at half price

6.00 .

3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
2.50
2.50

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
1.25
1.25

13.00
10.75
7.50
. 3.00.

10.00
9.00

Discou1Jt

\:

Eastern Federal
Wometco (Park East & West)
General Cinema .
Interstate 6
Plaza Rocking Chair
Great Southern Music Hall
University Drive-In
Once Upon A Stage
Musicana
Theatre On Park
~rapefruit Production
Annie Russell Theatre
Edyth Bush Theatre

BOOK EXCHANGE-We will

Olll.

(;('II . . \<1111.

8 - 9:50 am Mon., Mar. 17
8 - 9:50 am Wed., Mar. 19
10- 11 :50 am Mon., Mar. 17
10-ll:SOamWed.,Mar.19
12 - 1:50 pm Mon., Mar. 17
2 - 3:50 pm Mon., Mar. 17
2 - 3:50 pm Wed., Mar. 19
4- 5:50 pm Mon., Mar. 17
4- 5:50 pm Wed., Mar. 19
6 - 7:50 pm Mon., Mar. 17
8-9·:50 pm Mon., Mar. 17
To Be Announced
8 - 9:50 am Tues., Mar. 18
8- 9:50 am Thurs., Mar. 20
10- 11 :SO am Tues., Mar. 18
10-11:50 am Thurs., Mar. 20
12 - 1:50 pm Thurs., Mar. 20
2 - 3:50 pm Tues., Mar. 18
2 - 3:50 pm Thurs., Mar. 20
4- '5:50 pm Tues., Mar. 18
4 - 5:50 pm Thurs., zmar. 20
6- 7:50 pm Tues., Mar. 18
8 - 9:50 pm Tues., Mar. 18
8 - 9:50 pm Thurs., Mar. 20
6- 7:50 pm Wed., Mar. 19
6- 7:50 pm Thurs., Mar. 20

Legislative Intern Program
now accepting applications
Nineteen applicants will be selected in May and will serve as l~gisJative interns
in Tallahassee from Sept. 1, 1980 to Aug. 31, 1981. They will serve as staff
research assistants in standing house committees in ,Tallahassee and attend a -s tate
university.
Brochures describing the program and applications can be obtained by writing
House Legislative Intern Committee, 4?.2 Ca~i~~h_Tallahassee, Florida, 32304.

***********************

GRADUATION
.SPECIAL
ALBUM OR TAF!_E WITH AN·Y ORDER
-$10 off on any l)ltrium Rin~

s.so:

sold

8 am Monday
9 am Monday
10 Monday
11 am Monday
12 noon Monday
l pm Monday
2 pm Monday
3 pm Monday
4pmMonday
6pmMonday ·
7 pm Monday
8 pm Monday
8 am Tuesday
9 am Tuesday
10 am Tuesday
11 am Tuesday
rz noon Tuesday
1 pm Tuesday
.2 pm Tuesday
3 pm Tuesday
4 pm Tuesday
6 pm Tuesday
7 pm Tuesday
8 pm Tuesday
6 pm Wednesday
6 pm Thursday

FREE

2.00

(If'('

FINAL EXAMINATION PERIOD

*************tt

Dicounts available at box
offic~ with U.C.F. l.D.

Harry .Chapin Concert·Stud<'lll li('kds
"' t1ilalilc• for $6.00.'

CLASSES WHICH FIRST MEET
DURING THE WEEK

INTRODUCING
is

AN ALL NEW DESIGN

begin IT('C'h·ing books for lli!' n:cl1;11.11.!;c' on

Mar('h J:3. Th<'<'xdwi1gc•will ru111111til April 11.

CAJf POOL LIST-Want to share the expense of rid.ing

to school? Stop

.
'
by and check out our carpool list. . . J
ROSIE O'GRADYS·We have a limited amount of half of,f membership
·cards for ~osie~ . .Stop by and save!
YEARBOOK-Ordcr Your I Y80 H'urhook todav! Th!' cost is~ I 1.00 and
~·011 get a frl'<' LI.CF. ;nug with tiw ord<'r.
.
BABYSITTING AND TYPING REFFERAL SERVICE-Available to

THEUCF
SIGNET
Available In 10K or 14K gold

ORDER NOW FOR PRE-GRADUATION DELIVERY
RING DAYS - March 12, 13,and 14. VILLAGE CENTER
$5. DEPOSIT REQUIRED

I

.,

!!'!!!n!r!?r!~!

f;;a,111~_U_
. _S
_____M_a:U_chru~1:_~9_so_________________________________. ~_

UCF Greek housing will become reality
by Doug Marks
staff writer

The way is clear for Greeks to build
on-campus, according to John Phillip
Goree, vice president for Business Affairs.
The housing project has been
delayed by monetary problems, he
said. Originally, $200,000 had been
earmarked from the $3.5 million
Capital Improvement Fund, which
w~uld fund .the Greek housing lot improvements, the student union, the new
health center and renovation of the VC
Assembly Room.
"After bids on the student union and
health center were taken," Goree said,
"there wasn't any money left." he attributed this to inflation of building
costs.
costs.
Another stumbling block was UCF
had originally wanted to sell the land
to the Greeks, but policy changes in the
Department o( Natural Resources
made the deal a lease proposition,
Goree said.
The DNR controls all state-owned
land, so leases must be approved by
them, he said. The university is not
eIT\powered to sublease its own land

without state approval.
Goree outlined what must oeeur for
a fraternity or sorority to build on onr
of the nine lots ( 16 acres) on the west
side of Libra Drive. The group must
· submit their house plan for the 1.Jniversity Planner's approval, then get construction financing agreements signed
with a lending institution. Then the
group and Coree will negotiate' the
location of the lot and the terms of the
lease.
"The first lease will be the
troublesome one," said Goree. "It will
have to be carefully worked out. Once
the first is made and approved it will
serve as a model for the rest."
After a lease is prepared, it will be
submitte'd to the Board of Regents for
their approval and then the DNR must
approve it.
Goree said the improvementselectrical, water and sewer lines-will ·.
be made within about six months of th<'
lease approval.
The lots will be built off three loop
roads off Libra Drive, said Goree, and
one loop at a time will · have utilities
made available. He said it would be
the responsibility of the group to make
.the final connections.

~~

SuT DoN'T Yoo
Tlil NK tr's A LITIL.E

~I

E)(CE.SSl'J E-~

Committee to de.t ermine
revision of basic studies
by Kathleen Fo~onda
thr years," said Baker. According to·
Baker, the main reasons for revision of
the ESP were grneral dissatisfaction
and a national trend in which "peoplf•
arc· interested .in rerxamining the efficency
of the gc<neral studies
programs.
With UCF preparing to start a .
semester svslem Baker said, "This is
also
pr~pitious · because
wr're
rrdesigning for the semester courses ...
Baker said the difficulty in determining a new curriculum is pinpointing exactly where the ehange is
nrrdcd.
It is unclear whether the
quality or the amount of coursrs
should be altered.
Thr

staff writer

"We'rr trying to find th<' attributes a
wrll-edueatecl stud~nt can have," said
Dr. Grnrme L. Ba ker about the
rev ision of UCF's Environmental
Studies Program .
Baker chairs the' ad-hoc committer
appointed by thr Faculty Senatr. Sinee thr fall quarter, the eommittec· has
been "eoalescing objectives" to basr a
new curriculum for the general !>tudirs
program.
Student Government was "pleasantly su~prised" with a $43,000 windfall profit,
According to President Trevor
according to Student Body President Armand9 Payas.
·
Colbourn, the original intention of thr
The bonus resulted when the bond indebtedness for the Village Center Building
present ESP was to give students the
was paid off. Because the building was paid off in nine years instead of the
broadest
possible base or t.o provide
required 30, the interest paid on the total sum in advance was returned.
employment. "But that all depends on
The money will be used for completion of two SC goals, and $5000 will be set
who you're talking to," said Colbourn.
aside in case the interest was miscalculated, Payas said.
Colbourn said hr doesn't think thr
At the Student Senate meeting Tuesday, Payas said $20,000 will be 'invrstrd in
prrsmt ESP "provides the graduatrs of
Lake Claire development. Approximately $15,000 will also be alfotted for an outUCF with the gr.ounding an educated
door study area. Tentativ·e- plans locate it between the HFA building and the
person
should have." .Colbourn said
Classroom Building.
· students should .have an opportunity to
Legislation will be introduced at the next senate meeting allocating money for ·
ac:quir<' more dc>pth in eaeh field .
the two projects, Payas said.
·
·
· ·
·.. of cc111N' . it has changrd 'through

A&SF-surplus.to benefit
,UCF development plans

STUDENT GOV~T
OFFERS

sp

LEGAL SERVICES

( ;ot prohl<·ms \l\·ith:
J ,andlords
1nsu ri1 nee
( :011trads

Tlw Poli(·(•?

.,

E

c

Sr 11cl<·11l Cm <'l'lllll<'llt ~<·1·ks lo prm id1·
-;f11cl1·11h al tit<• L'11i,1·rsil' ()f C<'nfr;il
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Shampoo/Cut/Blow Dry

WERE YOU UNHAPPY
WITH YOUR SUNDAY
SCHOOL EXPERIENCE?
Would You Like Your Childr~_n To
Have A Different ·E~perience? .
If so...
Phone Gene Joiner,
898-3621

.-

.,••

REG. ,$15;00
~,w~s.~
w~

.

Located In The Jamajo Plaza
4905.E. Colonial Dr., Ori.

- .

of

1 Mi. East
Fashion Square
Across From Herndon Airport

.

The First Unitarian
1815 E.' Robinson St.
Church
Orlando Florida 32803

NOW

~~ OMIP&uM&_, ~ S~

~

°"1;p*M~

1F

NO APPT. NECESSARY

.........................

-· ~

...

111!!!~,.

894•2144r '• ·

-iili-.--.-~-~-~-~-~
:~~--~.-~~~-~--!lliiJ~-~·l!!lll··~··-!!llll!ll!!!""
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Bulletin Board
Positions available
with Easter Seals

LIS\EN TO T!-il5 - ON otJE C.1-1~\lrJC:I.
Tl-IE'Y 60T ''F.Al'E: Tl-'e NA\lot.I" WIT~

The San-Orlando Community Barters Club is looking for people who
would like to earn money while raising
funds for Easter Seals.
Full or part-time positions are
available, and -can be worked a.round
students schedules. Those interested
sho~ld call Vincent Rice Mo!ld~y_
. thrm.~gh Friday, 6-lQ p.m. at 423-5874.

SIJZ.AtJNE SoMeRs ... • ON

4
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ANOT~E..R.
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'TMe'{ 60T ''N,..ME l't-'i\"\ .'.)\C:>C:i LE'' .. ·

SOT TMl:E "Tl·llROS 6oT

''MOVIE

O~ T~E.

ROLL..EIZ. 0\ SC.O

WEEK -

t=R.t>.T"'Ol)5E.

FROM OUTER SE'AC.'E ,'

fl

NO

A's,,. S~y./.~ · ·

Florida Poetry Contest
accepting applicants

of Winter Park High School. Grades
and financial need will be considered.
Applications are available in the
P~cls-~r~invited to en'ter the Florida · Financial Aid Office and application
Poetry Contest 1 sponsored by UCF and
deadline' is March 14.
the Florida Fine Arts Council.
Winner of the annual contest will be
considered for publication in "The
Florida Review," UCF's literary
· The .t hird in the series of "Table
magazine.
_
No more than three pqems, typewrit- Talk~''. for this winter quarter sponten and unpublished, may be submit- sored by the United Campus Ministry
ted · by an individual. The writer's will take place today in the Knight
name, address and category must be Room of the VC Cafeteria at noon ..
The theme of the talk will concenwritten on the back of each entry.
trate
on prayer and liberation, the
Poems will not be returned.
power
of prayer -~.!!~ .. ~pon~le
There are five categories, with $100
cash awards each. They are: non- freedom. The- guest speaker is Ms.
students, ·university/college students, Ellen Croenke, who is State President
high s~~~o~ ~ students, _l!!_i_ddle _school of Church Women United.
Faculty and students who wish to atstudents, and elementary school
tend
should contact Sister Barbara in
'students. In the fifth category, prizes
of $50, $30 anc;l $20 will be awarded the Campus Ministry office at 2752468.
to the three top entrants.
All poems should be sent to Ms.
Susan Hartman, Department of
· English, UCF, Orlando. FL, 32816.
Library hours during the las·t two
weekends
prior
to
the
fin al
examination period this quarter will be·
extended. If there is sufficient responThe Winter Park Coterie Club is se, the library will adopt these extenlooking for a recipient for their Winter ded hours in future quarters.
Park Coterie Club Scholarship. ApWeekend hours for March 7~9 and
~lica.nt~ mu~~ he female and graduates _ _March 14-16 will be:

Campus·Ministry
offers Table Talks

Friday 7:45 a.m.-8 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sunday noon-11 p.m.
Durfng March 20-30, the library
hours will be shortened:
March 20 7:45a.m.-8 p.m.
March 21-30
Monday-Friday 8-a.m.-5 p .m.
Saturday-Sunday closed
March 31 r.esume regurar hours

Debate to feature
.Burns and Reese .
The Second Annual Burns-Reese
Debate is coming to UCF. Radio talk
show host Gene Burns and journalist
Charlie Reese will debate many controversial topics, including the draft
and abortion.
_Th_e debate wiU be

EARN EXTRA INCOME-Plrt timen eamln1 $120$175 per week. H you are hard working desire to
eam good money around your class schedule, and
have transportation, we are interested In you. Call
423-5874 and ask for Mr. Vincent Rice. This Is
public relations work with charitable
organizations.
Wanted:
Part-time attendant (no training
necessary) for male disabled student beginning
Spring Quarter. APPLY NOW! $3.10 an hour.
Contact Special Services, ph. 275-2371, ADM. ·
282.
Artists-writers.photographers join the staff of a
locally based Florida New Age Magazine. The pay
is poor, the hours are crazy (flexible) but
creativity is encouraged. If words like Alternative
health Care, Ecology, Meditation, or Conscious
Living mean something to you, call Stephen 2734559.

Need a roommate? Call David Lougee, 275-2141
or2847.
Female roommate wanted: to share 3 bdrm, 2 bath
house 4 miles from UCF. $160/mo. Ines. util.;
•aundry facilities. $50 dep. Call 275:3848 or 2752865. Marti. Available erid of Winter Quarter.

. MODELS NEEDED

Death Row prisoner, age 30, white male desires
correspondence with either male or fem ale coll~ge
students. Wishes to form open honest relation·
ship and more or less exchange ideas and past ex··
periences. Also will send picture and answer all,
letters. If interested write to Loris L. McVay,
Ariz. State Prison 39477, Box 629, Florence,
Arizona 85232.

1----------------

4

for sale
TIPClOOC Printer works with TIS8, 59, SSC.
Print, plot, list, trace incl. 3 roll paper. List 190.
Sell $130. Call 277 -8750 after 8 p.m.
Camaro-Type LT, 1976, PIS, P/B, AM·FM-8-track,
stereo, vinyl top excellent conditio!'. $3700. Call
Donna 275-2841, or 678-S5i3 after 5.

Photographing women for upcoming national
magazine layout. "The Girls of Florida."
Possibilities include $10,609, prizes, travel,
screen testing, etc. No experience necessary. 24hours, 7 days. Call Bob Thomas (305)628-6785.

~

TOCETHER ....
To Help-People

.
lost&found

help.wanted

Guaranteed salary of $7 hour including benefits
for singles unattached, female aged 18-30 to serve as social director for disabled veteran aged 30.
Work from 6-12 p.m. 5 nights per week. Must be
attractive, love dincing, be an excellent conversationilist, fun-loving, considerate, empathetic,
kind, gentle, affectionate, loving, sweet, feminin~,
patient, honest, dependable, out-going, and in
general to a very happy well ·adjusted person wan·
ting to enjoy life to its fullest. Contact Larry at
282-~7_7~C!_~er6 p.m.

Share 4 bedroom furnished new home. 3 miles
from UCF. +150 mo. all bills paid. Call Larry
282-1774after 7:30 p.m.

u·pno-rt
The-Arts·
.

~

;ma~ketplace

Roomrnate wanted: To share 3 bedroom Apt.,
4741 Boakwood Village, Lake Nan, Goldenrod
Road, $93 and Yz utilities. Call Kim or Pam. Ph.
677-0589.
.

Applications for the President's
Leadership Council are obt.ainable
from the Office of the Dean of
Women. The applications are due by
March 14, 1980, not March 8, as
stated on the application, All those
who are interested in applying should
contact the Assistant Dean of Women,
Annie Broughton, at 275-2824 or
come to ADMIN 282.

United way

·coterie Club awards
annual scholarships

personal

Deadline extended
for PLC applications

~h:P.l~d~M::a~rc~h:..:l~l~.A~~~~~~~~~~~~!,

·library extends hours ·
during finals week

I am interested in starting a Kappa Klppa Gamma
sorority chapter here at UCF. If you are a Kappa
Kappa Gamma membe~ from another school and
chapter and are interested in helping me get a new
chapter started, or if you are not yet a sorority
member and are interesting in joining a new
sorority chapter, please call me collect if
necessary at (305) 783-452!.
' WANTED male roommate to share expenses for
apartment in UCF area. Prefer non-smoker and
good academic standing, contact Mike at 8865578.
\.r
BACKPACKING fOr "Beginners! Spring- breakln
Western North Carolina March 17-23. Transportatiott by bus; all equipment provided. Limited
space. Outdoor Adventures, 93 SE 43 Street,
Gainesville, FL 32601. 904-375-8160. Call or
write for more information.

from noon until 2 p.m. on the VC
Green. Admission is free.

Tvoist needed to work flexible part-time hours for
L~cal Magazine. Fast (80 wpm) accurate. Stephen
273-4559.

3 rings found in bathroom next to cafeteria-to
claim call George McCarthy at 841-8822.

.----------------..L....------------------t

services

Gay Social Services of Central Florida offering
legal and medical referral, counseling, hot· line
with trained members, & social activities. For in·
formation call 843-2750.
Need a typist? The Future keeps a list of current
typists available to type your term papers, theses
reports and resumes. Call 275-2865 for more information.
EXPERT TYPING-18 yrs. exp. full time. Term
papers, reports, theses, resumes, etc. Correction
of spelling, grammar, punc. and editing included.
Reasonable-Bea. 678-1386.
Accurate typing-1st class work. Theses, reports,
resumes, etc. Paper provided. Reasonable rates.
'Call Tracey. 645-1658 after 6.
NEED TYPING DONE? I have very 'reasonable
rates, experienced, live close to UCF. Call 671·
9680.

Joan''Hyping service. Cash or Barter, 830-5971
Licensed Lie Detection Examiner. 574-1186.
This contact offers information on the "how-to"
and "where-to" of getting GRANTS & NO IN·
TEREST LOANS for students. SEND for this
brochure today. Send $3.00 plus 25- shipping
and handling charge (total, $3.25) by check or
money qrder to: The Edward E. Harris Enterprises; 3470 North Meridian, No. 111 Dept. V; Indianapolis, Indiana 46208. Allow at least 30 days
for mail to be received.
Need a roommate? Cal us "THE ROOMMATE CONNECTION" for professionally screened compatible
roommate. Mon-Sat. 10-5. 647-5951.
See Central Fla from the air. You or friends rent
the pJane and I will fly it free. Call Monte 656·
2907. Licensed Pvt. Pilot.

Typing/editing. large or small jobs. Judy: 2752351 or677-1902.

NEED TO LOSE WEIGHT? Do it on campus! Diet
Workshop meets every Mon. 7 pm in VC 200.
Special student rates. Call 869-8600.

Typing, experienced with term papers, theses,
resumes, editing: paper supplied. IBM Selectric II
CIT. Reasonable. Marti Lyons· UCF-2811. Home365-6874.

MCAT-DAT Review Course. Take the course ·in.dividually in Atlanta in 3 to 5 days. PO Box 77034,
Atlanta, GA 30309. (404) 874-2454.

ABORTION SERVICES, Free pregnancy test, low
Professional typing. 15 yrs. exp. · IBM Electric. · cost birth contror: Privacy, confidentiality guaranSpelling, punc. & grammar corrected. Paper · teed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725 N. Magnolia
Marrte~ Couple to manage 8 unit apt. complex · provided. CAii Ginny 273-8407, 8-2 & 7:30-9:30.
Avenue. A~ailable by phone 24 hours a day: 422·
across from UCF. Handy with ~lee. & plumbing
0606; or toll free 1(800)432-8517.
The IMPORTANT papers deserve the most
repairs. Local references. 273-3377.
PROFESSIONAL typing service. 12 yurs ex- AB()RTION SERVICES, birth control information,
PART TIME HELP NEEDED IN SMALL RETAIL perience at UF, USF, and AS SECRTARY AND pregnancy tests and counseling. VD screening, low
STORE. HERBAL WORLD 896-1017.
FREELANCE TYPIST. Interested in theses, disser- cost, confidential services.
SUMMER JOB! Beginning in June, several people tations term papers, lst class work assured with
Central Florida Women's
to help establish our route sales. Salary plus IBM Correcting Selectric. Paper supplied. Susie,
Health Organization
647-4451,
after
2.
commission. Call Fred Burnett at 834-9832.
609 E. Colonial DR., Orlando
898-0921
.
Experimental subjects needed for Human Factors Typing Services · Professional work at reasonable
Graduate Research, $3.00 per hour plus reimbur· rates. Term papers, theses, resumes, etc.
sement for one hour's travel. Testing is to deter- Grammar, spelling, punc. corrected. Free paper.
· FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
mine effectiveness of new Naval Training P.ick up and delivery available. Patti D'Amours.
677-2599.
.
Pregnant?
Need help? 841-2233
Program. Contact Bruce Boldon at 646-5130 bet·
Free
Pap
smear
and breast exam
ween the hours of 3:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. Mon·
Professional typing. 10 yrs exp. Term papers,
Call for appointment-Counseling for men
day, Wednesday, and Friday and 9:00 a.m. and
reports, resumes. paper provided. Call Linda 671·
5:00 p.m. on Tuesday.
BETA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori.
6098.

•
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SPRING
QUARTER

BREVARD CAMPUS
1519 Clearlake Road
Cocoa, Florida 32922

1980

Class Schedule

BREVARD CAMPUS REGISTRATION
Monday, March 10, 1980: 1:30 • 4:30 PM; 6:00. 9:00 PM
Tuesday, March 11, 1980: 1:30- 4:30 PM; 6:00. 9:00 PM
Classes begin March 31.l 1980

Telephone: 632-4127

Brevard Campus registration and add/drop precede on-campus registration.Students may register at the Brevard campus for
Brevard courses only. The same student may then go to the Orlando campus and register for main campus courses or additional
Brevard courses. However, the following procedures must be followed: (a) the student must present approval notice from Brevard
campus director, (b} the student cannot register before his regular scheduled appointment time on the Orlando campus, (c)
registration will be accomplished at the problem station.

Com
PFX

Crs.
No.

Qtr
Sec. Hrs.

Title

~

Hm

Bldg/room
Location Instructor

College of Business Administration
•EcP
•MAN
•MAN

4703
3504
4720

71
71
71

3
3
4

Managerial Economics
Business Operations Mgmt
Business Policies

T
R
MW

1700-1950
1700-1950
1700-1850

B251
8237
B251

Ragusa
Staff
Martin

3

Ele Edu Stu Tchg-Blk B
Drug Abuse Education
Literature for Children
Math Pgms Elem School
Reading Elem School
Tchg Science Elem School
Tchg Soc Sci Elem School

M-R
M
M
T
M
M
w

0800-1200
1700-1950
0900-1250
1300-1550
1300-1550
1300-1550
1300-1550

In Sch
B218
B251
B251
B251
B251
B251

Staff
Bird
Miller ·
Staff
Bird
Bird
Green

T
MW
w
TR
TR
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

1700-1950
1800-1950
1800-2050
1800-1950
2000-2150
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA .
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

B218.
C209
B218
C209
C209
TBA.
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
·TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

Walker
Debo
Hubler
Wells
Wells
Carroll
Klee
Simons
Harris
Phillips
Staff
Petrasko
Hosni
Doering
Park
Eno
Nuckolls
Wanielista
Brown

Black English

R

1700-2150

B218

Staff

Applied Calculus II

TR·

2000-2150

B218

Staff

R
M ·
M
M
M
T

1800-2150

8251
8237

R
w
T
R
w
w
TBA
TBA
T

1800-2150
1800-2150
1800-2150
1800-2150
1800-2150
1800-2150
1200-1550
TBA
TBA
1400-1750

B125
B235
B237
B235
H219
B237
B231
B125
HUO
B218
TBA
TBA
B237

Becker
R.M.Jones
Meeske
Bledsoe.
Weinclaw
Staff
Pyle
Staff
Connally
Cook
Munson
Staff
Abel
Munson
Munson
Munson

T.
R

1800-2150
1300-1650

8126
B237

Taylor
Pryor

College of Education
•EDE
EDE
•LAE
•MAE
•RED
·scE
·ssE

3943
. 4937
3414
3311
3310
3310
3312

71
71
71
71
71
71
71

3
4·
3
3
3
3

College of Engineering
Science in History
EGN
4813 T 71 3
Power Transmission
•ETE
4541 T 71 4
Occupational' Safety
4700 T 71 . 3
ETI
Applied Thermodynamics
•ETM
4201 T 71 4
App Design Machine Elements
•ETM
4512C 71 4
•cES
Anal.Plates & Shells
6129T 79 4
Anal Methods Engr
•EcM
5235 T 79 3
Signal Proces'sing
Digital
*EEL
5505 T 79 3
Communication
Systems
•EEL
6504 T 79 3
•EEL
Fourier Optics
6561 T 79 3
Optimal C:introl Systems
*EEL
.6717 T 79 3
•[El
Digital Computer Systems
6717T 79 3
•EtN·
Mgmt Info Systems
5117L T79 4
Project Engineering
•EIN
6140T 79 3
Public Works Eco
*EIN
6416 T 79 3
•EML
Sp Top: Solar Systems
5937T 79 3
Principles of Design
•EML
6530T 79 3
Water Resources Engineering
•ENV
5625T 79 4
Atmosphere Pollution Control
•ENV
6106 T 79 3
T- Via Video Tape at Cocoa or Melbourne.
Call 632-4127 for scheduled viewing time.

College of Humanities and Fine Arts
ENG

4574

71

3

College of Natural Sciences
*MAC

3254

71

4

Collie of Social Sciences
Criminal Just!ce System
30211 71 4
CCJ
Probation and Parole
3330 71 4
CCJ
Business and Prof Comm
3110 71 4
*COM
Comparative Politics
3103 71 4
CPO
Industrial Psychology
. ·1NP
3004 . 71 4
Legal Composition
•LEP
3014 71 4
. 3151 71 4
Compensation for Injuries
LEA
Estates and Trusts
•LEA
4211 71 4
Research Methods in Psychology ·
·psv
4214 71 4
Research Methods
·sow
3500 71 4
Human Growth & Development
3104 71 4
·sow
Social Welfare Pgms & Policies
3225 71 4
·sow
Social Group Work Skills
·sow
3322 71 4
·sow
4510 71 12 Field Experience
Field Experience
4S10 72 4
·sow
Field Experience Seminar
·sow
4522 71 4
SOW 4510-71 must be taken simultaneously with SOW 4522-71.
Interpersonal Communication
3301 71 4
SPC
Nonverbal Communication
4330 71 4
SPC

w

1~2150

1800-2150
1800-2150
1800.2150
1800-~150

1222

OFF-CAMPUS CREDIT INSTRUCTION
.Registrationf or the following off-campus credit courses may be accomplished in the Brevard Center during registration or during the first class
meeting. The yellow copy oJ the completed registration form with a check or money order for full fee payment must be mailed or delivered to the
Information on possible teacher cer·
Cashier's Office, Finance and Accounting Division, not later than midnight, Friday, April 4, 1980
tiflcatlon uses for off-campus credit COi'Jrses may be, obtained from the College of Education, telephone 275-2366.

Com.
Qtr
Crs.
PFX
No. Sec. Hrs.
College of Education
•EDF
*EVT
*EVT
*EVT
*EVT
EVT
*LEI

6608
3062
3365
3366
3367
3371
5937

91
93
93
93
·93
93
91

3
4
4
4
4
4
3

Ii.tk
Social Factors in Am Educ
Prof Role of Voe Teach er
Meth of Tech Voe Subj
Inst Mat for Voe Educ
Eval of Voe Instr
Essent Tch Skills Voe Educ
Sp T: Adm Rec Pgms Spec Popu

Day

Hour

Bldg/room
Location

lnstruct~r

w
w
w
w
w
w
M

1700-1950
1700-2050
1700-2050
1700-2050
1700-2050'
1700-2050
1800-2050

H205
C207
C207
C207
C207
C207
C217

Wood
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Renner

w

1700-1950

H219

Bergner

College of Health Related Professions
HSC

4393

91

•Requires Prerequisite

3

History & Future Health Care

I

\

Co111111ent
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Allocation ·of A&SF fees
must be made ~arefully .

S~E

's.

A-MER· tcA! ···

Jt

A.s the end of-Winter Quarter approaches, Student Government officiats are beginning to review the applicati~ns for Activity and Service Fee funds. This is always a difficult time of year because the
students and admi.n istrators on the committee will be forced to try to
decide which g~oups deserve the highest percentage of their funding
·
requests.
The delegates already know they are going to have to cut $400,000
from the budgets which have been submitted to them . .And that will
. be a difficult problem.
Organization leaders can only hope theA&SF committee members
will make responsible decisions based on which groups provide a
service to the most number of students. Both administrative and SG
representatives, however, wili have to realize that they' cannot expand too many programs and continue the. ones they are already offering.
· H9pefully, while the Student delegates on the committee are
making their decisions, they will remember that they are supposed to
be representing the UCF students. The monies they are allocating to
each of the organizations belong to the students; it is not their
money:
The university plapes a lot of trust in these individuals when they
ask them to allocate over $1 million for student services. This trust,
in turn, should be taken seriously, and decisions cannot be made
haphazardly.
~
It cannot be the complete fault of the committee, however, if they
do not know which groups the students want to receive the most sup-·
port. As beneficiaries of the programs, they should contact SG officials and stay µp t.o date with how their funds are being allocated.
They ~lso should let the committee members know, both in writing
or verbally, how. they feel.
With proper allocation of funds, more students will. be served and
consequently will be pleased with their college experiences.
The Editorial Board

------Letters to the Editor-------Many offices,-services open to nigh~ students
Editor:
To the frustrated night ~tudent who
wrote the open Jetter to the UCF community, Feb. 29, concerning the
"Forgotten People of the Night," I
would like to inform him or her and all
other students that the 'Evening
Student Services Program is in
operation Monday through Thursday
nights from 5-7 p.in. in the Student Affairs Suite, AD MIN. 282.
.
Although the program began during
the fall quarter 1979, - and was officially announced through the Future
· (an additional announcement appea rec~ in the Feb. 1, 1980 issue ·of .the
Future) and in a letter to all faculty,
rnanv students are obviously not aware
of the service. Should you have a
problem, please stop by the office or
call 275-2751, and the individual on
clutv will either resolve the problem for
you" or refer it to the appropriate office
the following day for immediate ac-

tion. .
_
In addition to this umbrella 'iervice,
the following offic:es are opened:
The Registrar and Admissions Of.fices, Administration Building, first
floor, X-2531:
Monday-Thursday C'Ven ings, 5-7:30
p.m ..
The Veterans Ce rtification Office,
Administration 225, X-2138:
Wednesday evening~. 5-7 p.m.
Student Health Service, Village Center 154,X-2701:
.
~very evening, all hours.
Village Center Night Mai:iagrr.
Village Center 203, X-26 l l:
Monday-Friday and Sun. 5-9 p.m.
The manager will sell tickets to all
student events, tickets through Centra 1ized Services, reserve rooms in the.
VC and sign irtclividuals for leis4n'
classes.

Letters to the editor must be delivered to the Future by 3 p.m. on the Monday
prior to publication to be considered for the issue. Letters must bear the writer's
signature and phone number. Names will be withheld upon request. The Future
·
reserves the right to edit letters. '
This public d~cument was promulgated at an annual cost of $78,893 or 6. 7 cents
per copy to inform the university community. Annual advertisng revenue of
$56 893 defray 72 percent of the annual cost. The Future is funded through the
Activity and Service Fee as allocated by the student government of the University
\..of Central Florida.
_
_ .~ _
_ _
~
-· ...
-

University of

l

. Central Florida
.

'

\....

Editor-in-Chief
- - ..

Deant:1a M..Gugel .
Business Manager

Dr. Pete Fisher
Assistant Dean of Men

Difficulties ·arise when planning
Division I cager colnpetition
Editor:
Every Friday I look forward to the
- joy reading thC' paper, especially the
sports srdion.
I was, however,
somewhat disappointed in a sports
ed itori al in refNC'nce to the scheduling
of our basketball team. It seems that
therP arr a few facts th<;.1t should be
considered before we accuse UCF of
not picking on their' own size. ·
First of all', Torc:hv's teams do and
have in · the . past ~·hallenged much
larger Division l ·schools. Thr 84-77
whippi.ng of NCAA tournamentbound Furman in. our season opener
is a finr example. We havr also in the
past knockrd hr.ads with high caliber
trams such as New Mexico, Texas El
Paso, Riec>, Columbia, and ~ig 10
challengrr Wisconsin. We even played
Memphis State thC' yc·ar they finished

Diane Taylor, associ~te editor; P(Jtll Taylor, entertainment
editor; Laura Hoffman, sports editor; Brian LaPeter, photo
chief; Jim Ames, Carol Arnold, Barry Dillon. Dave Dunlop,
Frank Forester, Kathleen Foronda, Fred Lee, Patty Linzy,
Doug Marks, Michelle Masterson, Dave Mitchell, John
Moody, Rachel Platt, Kim Reade.

'Debra L. Schwab
J

Managing Editor

Barbara A~ Cowell
-

Much remains to be accomplished in
providing evC'ning stuclC'nts services
rC'nderecl during the day; however,

E:iiitorial.S#a~f

f

f1Jl1Jrf1

many people arr working di! igently to
meet those nerds now and will continuC' to do so in the future.

Fu_ture, our campus newspaper. I en-

r

l

Future Offices. X-260 I:
Tuesday evenings, 6-9 p ..m.; WC'tlne5day evening, all night.

Business St·a lt

Grf'tel MrNan<'y. adr:erfising manager; Richard Dolder,
production manager; Tim Bird, Sttite Carlin, Jane Cullen,
Willimn Hollu11d, Sten, Jones, Jim Rozier. Dinah Thnmpkins,
fra11 Trahal, Patty W1'eks.

seconct' in the nation to John Wooden's
UCLA team.
~ Let's also include the teams which
officially refuse to pla y our Knights.
Georgia State and Jacksonville will not
schedule us. The last time we played
South Florida we dei:nol ished them by
20 points, and therefore, they too
ref use to schedule UCF.
Another fact Wf! must consider is
where we could play Division I competition. Our university has a nice
gym for athletics, but for ·a big game, it
can legally hold only 2,500 fans. So,
in order to play the competition
suggested, we would nerd an alternative game site. But there is none.
Orlando doesn't have a civic arena or
a site to handle large crowc;b. This is
the reason why most of our Division I
games have been on the road.
So as you can SC'C', there are clif-

Difficulties page 8
~ .

The Future is published weekly, fall winter and spring and biweekly in the summer
a-t the University of Central Florida. It is
written and fdited by students of thP Uriiver~
sity with 'offices in L·he Art Complex on Libra
Drive.
Opinions expressed in the Future arP lhosP
of the editor or the u:ritPT n.f thr> nrtirf P, and
not necessarily those of the Board of
Pub/i('atinns, UnivPrsity Administration, o.r
Boa rd of Regents .

.....
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letters

.

§,!OP resor~s t_~ !,~1~~t?rr~!!!!!J!! ~.!,f!~.!!~~J!~~,~,~~the whole .

Many reorlC' come to STOP and say, Oh sllrr 11 s
easy to <:omrlain about things, but whv doesn't this
· ·
I
h'
·h'
11
"
organization co somC't mg to correct t c pro) ems?
Thus , in keeping with current international trends,
"
. .
.
·
. .
S fOP hcls broken away
. . .from the more tracl1tional
approaC'h
1 of mNelv
.
, writing
I fletters. . I
.. .- I
ot ong ago, sevcra o our stuc ent (c11ss1c ent)
rnPmbcrs enterrd the cafC'teria. So as to be mistaken

T . k' · f d
3 ) rrwml ief~ Ori fessert. I
I . l)
c~.
4) ota r(' unc or mea s eaten c urmg a (' ,1al,
.
toTs rc·ihgn.
r . h
I
h
o s ow go()( 1 1a1t to pressec sausages evervw ere>,
h
h
I
I
.
I
.
·.
t cv ave rC' C'asrc 29. patt1rs rnt w1 11 C'ont111ue to
ho c- th e remaining
. . 1m
. ksun t.l1 t h r cIemanc Is art• met.
11
It .
tt 1 1 th t s--roP h 1
is regre a) e
a
ac to rc•sort to

situation d1stastrful. However, after eating cafeteria
food for so long . WC have become immune to
.
'
distasteful things.
STOP
P.S. Tlw sausages arr in good spirits Those wishmu
.
·
··
·
·
r-.
to
mav· clo ·so · Thr •·1dclress
. write thC' sausage's
,
· · is·
··
Sausages
do STOP , P ·0 · Box· 26512
~ ., '.
·
· UCF , Orhndo
•
.
FL· 32816

Students should allow op·1nion d1•tterences

ror s GA employees, they upturned tables, smashed
dishes and glasses, and threw food and containers
·
·
_.
cvNywhrrC'. Once inside, they broke into the office Editor:
The people manning the antiregist.ration table in
and ransacked the files, finding nothing. of importThose who find it necessary to pisrupt and hurl front o_f the cafe_teria sought only to provide an op- .
ance.
insults at a group of .people exercising a basic con- portunity to anti-draft students to present a unified
Attcr taking control of the entire compou.ncl, they stitutional right might find the atmosphere behind block of opinion to their representatives. No one was
burnC'cl C'ffigirs of SAGA officials chanting 'Ta told the Iron Curtain less menacing to their composure forced or coerced into signing the petition or into
you so, J'a told you so ... "
than life in a free society. ·
taking any literature they disagreed with. The ·
As if this wasn ·t enough on their way out they took
When a recent petition to express disagreement ·hostility thex were subjected to was uncalled for and
SO sausages. Keeping an eyr out for the Canada-Dry, with registration for the draft was made available to in direct opposition to our democratic ideals.
· the student body, and appropriate opposition i response
Danny Culbertson
they were able to keep track of the missing links.
The return of the sausages is contingent on the might have been to start - a cont~~ry petition. InLast week's letter to the editor entitled "AdJollowing demands:
l) Return of Dave Giatto,. stead, a number of pro-registration students seemed
ministrators forget UCF night students" was condeposed food service manager, to the students- fo to find .hostile ta-unts and aggressive argument much
tributed by Ken Mickenherg. Mr. Mickenberg'~ name
stand trial for crimes against humanity.
more satis~ying.
was accidently covered by an ad.
2) An admission of guilt and formal apology by

Village Center E11ents
Stu~ent ~overn~ent,

VC Popular Entertainment Committee and Y106

HARRYCHAPIN

Student Tickets
Sold Out
General Public

March 10 Sp.m. Gym

$6.00

to benefit the food policy center

Oethwolfed
The selection committee of the Village Center Activities Board will be meeting next week to choose
the 1980-81 Board. Anyone inter,sted apply at the
VC Main desk now!

....
....

Burns-Reese ~ehate
On Major Topics of Interest
Noon-2:00, VC_Green ·

..c

...ca
~

I!

AUDITIONS
Tues
March 11
7 -9 p.m.

Weds
.March 1i
s~ 7 p.m. .

Thurs
March 13
4-6 ·p.m.

VCAR

Call X2117 for information
·stop by Room 197 for perusal materials ;

. Rod Stewart
Marc-'1 7 &9, 8:30 p.m. VCA"

Cinema Classiques
Ken Russell Series

Clogging Exhihition
by Lee McWhorter

UCF Students free w/ID, G.P. $1.00

Leisure Class Instructor
· for Spring Quarter

Wed. March 12
Noon -1 p.m.
VCGreen

"The hottest new rock concert
motion picture of the year."

March 12, 8:30 p.m. VCAR
UCF Students free w/ID

G.P. $1.25

Tile Village Center Activities Board is funded
through the Activity and Service Fees, as
allocated by. the Student Governmen.t of UCF.
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Language students to work . a~ translators
by Barbara Roffman
freelance writer

·

·Foreign language students wanting
experience in translating for international visitors have the opportunity
to work for the Mid-Florida Council
for International Visitors, a member of
COSERV or Community Services.
The International Visitors Services
has offices in Winter-> Park, Fla., and at
the Orlando International Airport.
The service is there to help anyone

who wants it and last year helped approximately 9,832 visit<)rs to the
Orlando area. Until 1978, the sNvice
primarily handled "official visitors"
from Washington D.C.. The snvice
will "arrange accommodations, give information
about
transportation,
_ restaurants, attractions, sight-seeing ,
shopping areas, night clubs and supper
clubs, theaters, tours, pari-mutual
sports."
The

M icl-Flori·cla

Council

has

a

Senate---------frompage1
in January from a field of 29 appli~
legislation, four of them from the
cants.
energy committee.
Topics of bills
They are: Greg Slark: Sen. Henrv1
passed included support .of a so lar
Jackson (D-Wash.); Mike Dr iscoll, Se~.
energy bank, support of coal conver- Jesse Heims (R-N. Car.); Robert Nagel,.
sion, and a tax credit for alternate
Sen. John Culver (0-16wa); Edgar
energy.
Alicia-Ortiz, Sen. Lawto~ Chiies CD-·
The group, composed of 11 men and
Fla.); Steven Throneberry, Sen. Ted
two women , was the largest group at
Stevens (R-A laska); Marcos Marchena ,
the convention, and the largest that
Sen. John Chaffe (R-R.l.); Clifton Nix,
Student
Sen. Bob Dole (R-Kansas); Alex Grist ,
fundi'ng would permit.
Government allocated $612 to the
Sen . Sam Nunn (D-Ga.); Janet Rowton,
group which- covered five me~ls and Sen. Henry Bellmon (R.-Okla.); Sandy .
the cost ot the motel rooms. Any other Reed, Sen. James McCI°ure (R-Id~ho)~;
meals and expenses were paid by the Frank Amodeo, Sen. Jake Garn \nstudents.
Utah); and Robert Larr, Sen. Davia
Delegates began preparing for the Pryor. Tom Dickey represented a lobsenate over a month in advance accor- · b y ist from the U.S. Chamber of Com-

The senate passed eight pieces of

language bank consisting of 32 different languagrs, which includes the
silt'nt languages and has about 200
volunteers.
Most of the help and translating
tak es place over the phone so it does
not infringe upon anyone's privacy .
Thc:-re is also a c~mference phone that

has recently been set up.
To become a volunteer, call the International Visitors Service office at
859-9570. Individual families, clubs
and organization and cor·porate memberships are available. The offices are
open from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday
through Sunday .

Energy--------::---- from page
so lution.
we are committed to
changing to coal and nuclear ·power,"
he said.
Orlando Po~er owns part of the
Crystal River nuc lear plant and plans
to cut dependency on oil to 3'5 percent
by 1987 , according to Standridge. .

He said the utility hoped to have a
coal-fired plant on lirre by 1986.
Stone also supports conversion to
coal and increased use of nuclear
power. He ·feels that depending on
foreign fuel sources is dangerous, said
Parvin.

Difficulties-----ficult i{'s in schedu ling good Division I
com pd ii ion . Dc•spi,te thC' dirficulti<'s.
UCI· has a proud past and fine record
ag<1inst ])i,·ision I schools. It's about
HrnC' that the administration. fac:ult . ,

from page 6

alumni. students and press hack thr
baskdball program and recognizr it as
thC' winner it is. After all 25-4 i.s not
too had.
Jon Cull

TOGETHER ...
To Help People

din~~ey . Dele~~!"·e~~ -s_e~I . . rne rce.

·Time.

We need all
you can
spare.
Physic ian Managed
Established 1973

MUGGERS RAPISTS
INSTANTLY!

•

··Money.
Blood ..

With IMMOB£LIZEH Chemi~al Weapon.
Complete with Leather Key Case & instrudions.

J.A.Bl 1J\01 I. Cn•,t·1•11t Sanclpipt•r 226 . R.F.D. I. St. Aui:.·FI :llOlH

Plt·a-.· '"nd nw: _ ln1111ohilin•r :11 S!Ul5 _ tan_ hlack_rt•cl_hlut•
_ lm111nhili1t•r w / hdt dip SI I .!I:> _ tan_ hlat·k.
S _ l"otul Endnst·d . Add S 1.00 Pnstagt-. Adel -I r4 sal"' t:1x
Shipml'nls via l'PS. Alln" :J Wrt·k, rklhw~ . '.\lont· ~ Bat·k Cuarnnh-l'.
S 2.00 off" ith thi, :1d.

Southern PhQ.to·
. Photo S~uppli.es

,

C~m~ra~ . · Stro_~, ~. . Frame.s • · ~a.ft~

Reel Cross

. .c~
on you.

Portraits

We~dings • Passport$"8r~·.n~·'s:

STUDE.NI .
QISCOUNTS

·Open: M9n-Sat 9-6. 3184 E.·Cof~ril~f
J:1j_- till 9
;Herndon 'Plaza
Su~
.
._I{ 1-5
:s96.
·
. . . '"· . .... -- .
. -f724
.
~

We Can Help Fill Your
Easter Basket
The approaching holiday· season means more job openings are
available now in the Walt Disney Wor1d Vacation Kingdom. It's your
opportunity to earn an "extra paycheck" that can really make a
difference. Plus, an Easter job with the cast guarantees you first
consideration for summer employment. We can make getting to.your job
easier, too, with programs like express bus service from Orlando,
.computerized car pool lists and independent vanpooling program·s.
Now's the time to apply for a full or part-time position in one of the
followjng ·areas: ·
• Food/Beverage • Lifeguards • Custodial
: • Operations • Merchand~sing · • Resort Hotels

u_
1
(

To reach the Walt Disney World Employment

Office, exit 1-4 at the Lak~ Buena Vista/535
exit. Go north eight miles; then follow ·
the signs to the Casting Building.
Open Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.:
Saturday, 9-a.m.-4 p.m.
Equal Opportunity Employer

wan; IV)isney World.

i
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by Rachel Platt
staff writer

College of Health is the new name
given to the college formerly known as
Health Related Professions. This new
name was approved by the Board of
Regents in February.
According to Dr. Owen Elder, dean
of the College of Health, the change in
the name is to reflect the mission . .That
mission is to structure the college by
identifying needs and seeking funds to
satisfy them.
"New programs will do more than
educate health professionals," Elder
said. Some of tne progra~ will be
geared to educate the consumer on

College
renamed
'Health'
Sup~Ort

That's ·
where
the people
are.

The Arts
'" -

-

-
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"CLIP THIS AD• -
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· Fine Hair Styling for

I
I

Men

&Women

·1·
I·

A Public Service of This Newspaper

& The Advertising Council

National Endowment for the Arts

C~sablanca Clo1hing
C::ompany

Shampoo, Cut . 1
and Style 1
I

$8.00 II

Call (305) 647-6909 for an appointment

I

GOOD THRU March

~

1217 N. ORANGE AVE • .
ORLANDO, FL :32604
PHONE (<I0.5) 894-1936

~-----·----- -111!!!1!!1. J

iscount
-~BOAT MOC
NATIONALLY
- ···~~ ADVERTISED
17 99 ~~.
-· ... ~
. People
eg. 3 5. 00
. ·Seventeen
to 45 OO . Genome Leather
•
Boat Moc Sat. & Sun.
Mand Sewn 9:30-4:30
Booth-WestEnd#27 Hwy.17-92
Maitland

.\
·

See the Show girls at the

MAITLAND FLEA MARKET

.-:,;:~rt/2~:;:.·
·

sons with baccalaureate degrees in the
Allied Health Sciences for positions as
· faculty
members,
departmental
managers, and advanced clinicians
within their professions.
The Masters of Public Health
Program will be designed to meet the
requirements of the Council for
Education in Public Health for accreditation as a "school of public
health."
Additional instructional . p~ograms
are being discussed for possible
development over the next five years.
So~e of those program being discussed
are nuclear- m'e dicine te'c hnology ana
echocardiography.~ ~ ~ · ·- ·
·-

·

II O'IUIADD~
I
.
I·

I
I
·1
I
I
I

nutrition.
Other programs will
examine how to make effective use of
what is available in the health care
sys.tern and how to maintain personal
health. Other programs will research
topics relating to health care and
health maintenance. · Another topic
for a program will be in environmental , air and water pollutiqn control.
Other plans for the college include
two new degree programs which have
been apprµved by the Board of
Regents. They are the masters of
science program ih Health ·sciences
and· the masters · of Public Health
Program.
The M.S. Program will prepare per-

Mechanical pencil fans are

all shook-up overtlle Pilot

"Shaker"arid ·NEO-X lead.

Just shake the "~haker ~- out comes a sliding protective ·
sleeve then the lead! Want more lead? Shake it again!
That's all it takes to advance the lead in this beautiful,
$5.98 mechanical pencil. And it comes with the
famous Pilot 2 year unconditional guarantee.
Then there's ou r extra strength NEO-X lead . We've proven it's the
strongest lead in th e world . Comes in four dla '.11eters an.d various degrees
to fit all mechanical pe ncils.. The "Shaker" mechan ical Pencil and NEO-X lead
Shake it or "click it". It'll come out W~?t in the end. _

~~' Pl~OT '1!H!i!::!1~H~~~

ESKIL'S TAKES
ORDERS, TOO

~LE

Not every man wears Eskil's Clogs.
Just the smart ones. Because
Eskil's Clogs with the anatomicallydesigned sole give your fe~t the
kind of comfort and support they
deserve. And with over 30 styles
and colors to choose from , there's
an Eskil's Clog perfect for ever}'thing
from blue jeans to gray flann el suits.
Gift certificates available.

Downtown
Orange Avenue c. t Wa~hir .gton Street

2 Restaurants • Open Every Day 8 AM 'til Midnight
8 Shops • Open Daily t 0 AM 'til 9 PM • Sunday Noon 'til S

SEEDS & STEMS

"Tlie Low over HEADshop
11631 E. Colonial. Dr.
275-0350

pipes-clips-straws .
BoOks Comix Magazines·
'TEAS & HERBS .
DIDJA KNOW DEPT:
Beginning Oct. 2, 1980, you could be
convicted of a felony for possession of an
alligator clip-eve:r;i without the roach.
No kidding folks, Florida House Bill No.
6 def ines (pipes to baggies) and outlaws
·(to 15 YEARS!) "Drug paraphernC:Ilia."
AND it could. ·p ASS this legislative
session. · Some Florida Towns have
already done so..
JUST WHAT
FLORIDA NEEDS-another Black
Market item for · our billion-dollar
",alternate economy" and --.another clas~ :."·
of criminals for our cops to keep up
with. It doesn't make alot of sense torhe-How About You?
(By the way-it would put rrie out of
business.)
. Come on Dropouts-Drop BAck in!

....,..

Sights and Sounds Ma~cli~~e19so
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VC forms committee
by Barry Dillon

"Being able to charge students a
minimal fee, we can afford to promote
larger concerts-," ne said.
"The first show is aimed for the
beginning of Spring quarter , but · I
won't give out names so not to get
·hopes up," Franzese said.
Other restrictions that have faced
the VC officials in the past are on s
not easily resolved, according to Franzese.
' "We lack a facility adequate for
t;,resenting a major concert, " he said.
The gym is our only solution."
"We had to be cautious in picking
the right group that would not attract
a rowdy audience," he said. "And we
were down on the priority list regarding access to it (the gym)."
"And budgeting is always a
problem," he said, "Florida agencies
don't let us get involved with
promoters. So, we can't sponsor or cosponsor concerts."
"We need promoters with good
reputations to bring groups i11," he
said. "Yet, we can't do that."

staff writer

After being strapped with restriction,
after restriction, Student Government
and Village Center Activity Planning
Board h~ve joined forces to. form the
UCF Concert Committee.
Concerts have been sponsored with
Activity and Service fees, limited by
lack of a facility capable of holding a
major concert, and due to. a Florida
policy stating that UCF can not sponsor or promote concerts according to!
Paul
Franzese,
Village
Center
Programming Director . .
The new committee is attempting to
revise the funding aspect, but can't
resolve the remaining restrictions.
"The non-A&SF fees will come from
donations and sales from previous
concerts," said Franzese, "One concert
Brian LaPete,/Future
will
pay for the next."
Pat Metheny and his ~roup entertained students March 1 in the
The program is quite similar to
VCAR with their progr~ssive jazz sounds. Metheny's appearance was
ones at the University ·of Florida and
part of the major- Conc~rt Committee's efforts to bring top name Florida State," he said. "It will enable
groups to UCF.
us .~o bring in bigger and better concerts.

1

Rod Stewart film opens tonight in VCAR
filmmakers could dull. Here, that
prod.u ct is instead enhanG,~d_J~y · ggQ~
Long before Rod Stewart decided to
camera wo·rk and"' adequate sou.nd
reproduction .
spend his time turning out disco
The film consists entirely of footage
singles, the Scottish singer was one of
from the cqncert without interruption
rock and roll's most exciting perforby artsy, phantasmagoric interludes
mers.
(e.g.-Led Zepplin's "The Song Remains
That excitement is captured in "Rod
the Same"). As a result, at no time
Stewart-In Concert," which was
does the product seem pretentious.
filmed on Stewart's last performance
with the now-disbanded Faces. The
When Richards comes on stage, the
group's sound approaches the sublime.
movie serves as a powerful refresher
The quieter half of "The Glitter
· course on the direction of Stewart's
Twins" looks pallid and drawn, but he
music at the time, espedally when conperforms his crude and powerful
sidered in contrast to the schmaltzy
guitar riffs energetically while perfecpop and disco 'efforts he has produced
tly complementing Wood.
on his most recent albums.
' There are the inevitable gratuitous
With this accompaniment, Stewart
is free to bounce around the stage
shots of ·Stewart strutting his stuff for
during solos, often pacing more than a
the tennyboppers, but Stewart's stage
nervous. celebration of raucous rock
presence rises far above such instances.
and roll. The group carries this styl·e
The combination of the Scottsman's
out
in songs like "Twisting the Night
singing, posing, . coaxing the audience .
Away," "You Wear It Well," "You
and prancing around the stage conSend Me," · "Sweet Little Rock'n
tributes to the magic of a Stewart conRoller" and "It's All Over Now ."
cert. The mixture vaults Stewart to the
Faces is responsible for pounding out
level below only Mick Jagger and
the tempo for this celebration, and the
. Roger Dal trey among rock's most
group handles the job well. Wood's
charismatic lead singers.
guitar-playing alone is enough to Ii.ft
This, combined with the powerful
band's
performance
above
backing of a band that features lead . the
mediocrity. Clad in a tight yellowguitarist Ron Wood (currently with the
satin jumpsuit arid a floor-length
Rolling Stones) and guest appearances
scarlet scarf, Stewart adds towels, caps
by revered Stones gµitarist :::mrl <'nm-·
and more scarves to his wardrobe as
poser Keith Richards, provides a raw
the show progresses.
produc-t that only the-most bungling of

Kim Reade

staff writer

·Stewart whips his microphone stand
around like a baton and several times
coaxes the audi'enc:e into sing~along~
most notably on his last song, the
classic "Maggie May."
But it is the blonde-haired artist's
singing that lends the most worth to
his performance. Critics once observed that "Stewart has an awful voice,
but he sure knows how to sing a song."
The seeming paradox
perfectly
describes Stewart's showing in th.e
film. His voice is as scratchy and raw
as ever, but nothing is more suitable
against the background of screaming
guitars and raunchy rock .
So, too, is the disti.nctive voice perfect for Stewarf s occasional ballads.
And it is more than anything the sensitivity and skill with which Stewart
sings which enhances his vocal contributions.
At several points we are treated to
the singer's sense of h.;mor~ At one

point, the Bizarre Wood, under
Stewart's instructions, stands beside
and accompanies the string section
that sits to the side of the stage. The
violinists, all middle-aged and clad in
fuxedos , react with a combination of
smiles and icy glares. A delighted
Stewart then joins Wood and tosses a
towel to one of the violinists.
At another point, during a
remarkable performance of "Twisting
the Night Away/' a flurry of artificial
snow falling to the stage gi:adually
becomes a blizzard. The storm
becomes so heavy that Wood had to
brush "snow" from his eyes in order to
keep playing.
Overall, the film is not likely' to win
any awards. But as a chronicle of
a superb rock and roll show, and as a
reminder of what Rod Stewart yvas once capable of, "Rod Stewart-In Concert" is thoroughly enjoyable.

Center slates auditions for
spring musical, "Pippin'
Auditions for the Village Center
Spring Musical, "Pippin" are. slated
for March 11, 12, and 13 in the VCAR.
March 11 they will be held from 7-9
p.m .; March 12 from 5-7 p.m.; and,
Marc]1 13_from 4-6 p.m. All students
are encoura-ged . to- audition . ·F aculty
and staff are also welcome at the

OOPPSS • •
Marc Clermont, drummer, was
quoted as saying "We all stuck
out in other bands we played in."
He added, "Now we all stand out
together."
·
The paper read: "We all struck
out in other bands we played in ."

tryouts.
"Pippin" is the story of the dilemma
a son is placed in when his father just
happens to be Charlemagne~ the Holy
Roman Emperor. Qf course, there is
always the university or war or love or
politic~ . But if one feels unsatisfied by
~oo~s, ~epuls~d by blood, exhausteaby
delights of the flesh and idiotic as a
COQspirator, one has a problem. And
Pippin, oldest son of Charlemagne and
heir to the Holy Roman Empire, is in
just such a dilemma.
With a script and score by Stephen
Schwartz, "Pippin" is an 8th century
quest for fulfillment which finds itself
ending
happily
in
peaceful
domesticity.
Those
auditioning
should
be
prepared to sing, read and go through
- -a ba_sic movement routine. An accompaninist will be provided.· Scripts and
scores are available · in Dr. Ken
Lawson's office, VC 197.

'-----------------------------~
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Sissy Spacek stars in "Coal Miner's Daughter" which also stars
Beverly D'Angelo and Levon Helm. The Universal picture was directed by Michael Apted and produced by Bernard Schwartz. It is based
on the autobiography by Loretta Lynn with George Vecsey.
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DATSUN PRESENTS

F@CUS

ON FILM

By Tom Johnson and Dave Fantle
of the University of Minnesota

'

Harry Chapin will appear in the
UCF gym ~arch I 0 at 8 p.m.
Chapin's concert will benefit the
FQod Policy Center. General
admission tickes are still on sale
at the VC main desk for $6.

Editor's note:
FOCUS ·'80 is honored by .an extraordinary Board of
Judges for each of its four .competitions-Filmmaking, Film
Study, Screenwriting, and Producing. The Filmmaking
Board of Judges includes f!al Ashby, Director of "Coming
Home" and "Being There; 1" Jerome ·Hellman, Producer of.
· "Coming Home;" Sven Nykvist, cinematographer for many
of Ingmar Bergman's cla·~ic works; Claudia Weill, Director
of "Girl Friends;" and Peter Yates, Director of "The
Deep" and "Breaking Away." Watch this for members of the
other FOCUS Board ofJudges.
In a film career that spanned four decades and garnered
three Academy Awards, director Frank Capra _provided the
American_movie-going public with a style of screen entertainment that was not only grand, but uniquely his. Capra's
direct legacy to fi1m was his vision of the triumph of homegrown virtue and morality against all odds. This ideal
found an effective showcase in the characters he created for
such immortal films as "Mr Deeds Goes To Town," "Mr
Smith Goes to Washington" and "It's a Wonderful Life."
The following is an interview we had with Capra in the
airy desert ambiance of the La Quinta Country Club in
Southern California. In it he discusses his views on movies
and filmmaking.
~apra entered the club .through two sliding glass doors just
off the first fairway. Dressed in breezy comfortable sporting
clothes and visor cap, he seemed to epitomize .the golf club
culture that is almost a religion in Palm Springs. After introducing ourselves as spring break expatriots from frigid
Minnesota, we took seats across from Capra at a large lounge
table. Capra then ordered a round of Coca-colas and the interview began.
An attractive aspect of your film work has always been the
attention paid to the minutest details. In "Lost Horizon,"
during the scenes in the Himalayan mountains, the frosty
breath of Ronald Colman and the rest of the cast is clearly
visible. This is a realsitic effect we have seldom seen in movies
ofteh 1930'sand'40's. .
The reason you could see the actor's breath was that we
shot those winter scenes in an ice-house, with decorated
backdrops r3.inted to resemble snowy mo.untains.
Pre. iously ~ h··: d· tried putting little chicken-wire cases of
dried ice in the. performer's mouths in an effort !o et that

breathy effect. There was a special high-strength glue we
used with which we could then pass tb.e cages to the roofs of
the actor's mouths. -But as you might imagine the clarity of
thC'ir dialogue suffered terribly, and I discarded the idea.
Do you think Hollywood is still producing fine films with
a high level of craftmanship?
Oh yrs, toda;v's filmmakers are creating some of the bes~
movies. Film mechanics and techniques have advanced
enormously since when I first started in this business, ·but I
think thr IC'vel of screenplay writing has slackened recently.
An inordinate amount of movies have sex and violence as
their only "attributes." None seem to have characers of inspiration, people fighting for an idea. Instead I find many
films without a single sympathf'tic character. It's hard to sit
through a picture wheo everyone !n it is a jerk. This state of
affairs has b6.'en brought about because the movie business is
now dictated solely by cost and profit. A group of backers
with sufficient fin:rndal resources decide to invest in a movie
with only one motivation in mind, "To make a quick b1,1ck."
This stringent creative attitude allied with low budget
outlays affectt th<' qualitv · of the f.ilm.

What advice rould you give to any aspiring to employment
in the movie industry?
Just submit matJ>rial and don't get discouraged by rejection. Any aspirapt will have to face a great dE!al of it. Films
are an art form, so if a person is born without a certain
amount of creativity he or she probably won't be well-suited
to the more imaginative aspects of movie-making.
Crrativitv in most cases cannot be learned. But skills can be.
There ar~ a thousand and one jobs that to into m.a king a
firm, from initial photography to final editing. Quailified
and skillful people are always neede to fill these places. Film
courses such as those offered bv the American Film Institute,
USC-and UCLA arr good starting points fo.r acquiring film-.
making skills.
"FOCUS on Film" is a se1Tice of FOCuS-Films of College
and Unit'<'rsity Students-a national film competition
presented by Nissan Motor Corporation, ·makers of Datsun
cas and trucks. On March I 7 in Los Angeles, the winners of
FOCUS '80 u·ill be announced, and the u inning.films will be
premiered. Winning student w1ll be .flown to Los Angeles
by FOCUS-but they tl'ill not knou· u•hether they have won
First, SP<"ond, or Third place, or Honorable Mention, until
the night of the Premiere. The Focus Premiere and Award
.Ceremony is hosted ~y .checy Chase.

WANT TO WIN 2 KEGS .O F BEER
FOR YOUR NEXT
.
FRATERNITY OR SORORITY PARTY
.

SURE .Y OU DO
.HERE'S ijOW:

.

.

Level .Ill Lounge
·N ·o rth 401 l-liWay 436 Casselberry
3 Blocks East of 17-92 on 436
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New storage area to contain chemicals
by Carol Arnold
staff wrtter

A new storage building especially designed to house toxic and highly flammable
chemicals is under construction beside UCF's Science Auditorium.
The building will house chemicals for the Chemistry Department. At present,
the chemicals are being stored in a specially-designed area in the Biology Building
and in the Chemistry Department, according to Dr. Guy Mattson, chairman of the
Chemistry Department.
Chuck Burt of biological sciences said that the biology storage room is overcrowded with the chemicals from both areas.
'.'Benzine, ether, alcohol, not the drinking kind, and toluene" ate some of the
organic solvents to be stored in the building, said Mattson. The chemicals will be
stored in containers of various sizes, probably in five gallon cans, he said.
According to builders from Aardee Construction, they have slanted the floor to
allow any liquids to run-off. According to Mattson, this allows the concrete floor
·to be hosed off.
Red bricks are being spaced to vent the walls. According to Richard Lavender, .
campus planner, "The brick screen will make the building more attractive than if
we used another substance to construct the walls. The building will have a wood
gate which will be locked."
"Of course the building has some vulnerability, but we will adapt t~e area if
there is a problem," Lavender said. .

Petty thieves increase
,activity on campus
by Michelle Kieter
freelance writer

The number of thefts on campus,
especially those of the petty type, has
increased recently according to E.J.
Moloney, investigator for the campus
police.
He attributes this rise to a lack of
awareness on the part of a victim. He
said people leave their belongings such
as purses on a table with the intention
of returning shortly, only to come .back
to find something missing. "This is
kind of like hanging a sign on the items
letting people know they can steal
them," Moloney said.
Qn the UCF campus in February
there were 10 incidents of petty theft,
such as stolen purses and billfolds, and
six of grand theft, or those items of
·larger value.
The petty thefts added up to a $44 7
total loss, but Moloney said the department was able to recover $104. "This
i_s a fairly high recovery rate, con-

sidering approximately 15,000 persons
come and go on this campus on some
days. It's hard to spot missing articles
with so many people to watch,"
Moloney said.
·
If something is stolen on campus, it
should be reported to- the campus
police immediately, Moloney said.
The chance of recovery is greater the
sooner a victim lets them know. An officer then can go directl y to the scene
and search the area.
If the theft is ~ot. reported early,
Moloney said the police will take a
description and hope that something
turns up.
The investigator said although there
has been an increase in theft on campus, UCF's crime rate is below that of
the increased rate for Central Florida.
"There is no foolproof method of
stopping theft on campus," he said.
"My basic suggestion is that students
think before leaving articles unatten- '
ded."

Health Center popular
during winter ·months
by Tamara Pemberton
freelance writer

To a student or faculty member that doesn't feel well, there's only one place on
campus to head, the Health Center.
For the month of February alone, the Health Center has treated over 1,800
students. The majority of the problems right now are the common cold and f~~.
said Charlotte Seaman, a registered nurse at the Health Center. Seaman said that ·

Rock's~best

it is not unusual to treat 100 students per day. She feels that the number would run
even higher if more students realized the services that the Health Center offers.
In addition to the offic~ visits, the eenter also offers discount prescriptions.
"Students don't realize that they really get the medicine at costs," said Seaman.
Even prescriptions from an outside doctor can be sold to the students, if it is
available.
Not all prescriptions are available now, but when the new "health cente~ OP..ens
it will house a complete pharmaceutical unit, said Seaman.
Seam_an said she is looking forward to the new building. "The facilities now are
terrible," she stated. The new center will be much larg~r ~nd li_ave more ~~jpment
she added. The facilities are so crowded, she commented, that the coordinators'
office has a patient b"ed in ·it.
The Health Center, which is open 24 hours per day, offers service to all UCF
students. Service is also available to other students who attend a state-funded
university. The faculty too, may use the Health Center.
For those who are not students or faculty, the center offers first aid care only.

15 ·3 STUDENT DISCOUNT
Privileges with Student l.D.
DISCOUNTS on complete Italian dishes including specials except Friday.
DISCOUNTS on Take-01,1t pizza everyday.

~· '~ ftalian ~1Jl<Pnl

I

I

Open ·11 am to l l pm, S~turday & Sunday 5:00 to 10 pm
7325 Aloma Avenue (Goldenrod)
Orlando, Florida 32807

I Phone 671-5807

•

The llitel Notebook
Careers _
and Technology at Intel

The Microelectronics Revolution.:...
and how you can be part of it.
See us on.campus March 6 & 7.
Think for a minute about what microelectronics
technology has already achieved. Yet we are
still in the infancy of the microelectronics
revolution . And no company is doing more to
speed it than Intel.

science . we'd like to talk with you . Stop by your
placement ojfice to sign up for interviews
during our visit. Or if you 'll be unable to see us
on campus. write to any of our locations:

CHOOSE YOUR AREA OF
lNVOLVEMENT.

Intel College Relations
3065 Bowers Avenue
Santa Clara. CA 95051

we·re an acknowl edged leader 1n four major
product areas: semiconductor memories and
microprocessors. and microcomputer systems
and memory systems . Plus. we·re extendin g
our leadership into dat a-base management.
Our success has created a wide va riety of
career opportunities in eng1neenng. technical
ma rke ting. production management and
planning . and finance .

Jus t pour Comfort •
over ice, and sip it.
lt's smooth. Mellow.
Delicious. No wo nder
it's so popul ar onthe-rocks . Fa ntastic
so lo ... grea t in combo
w ith cola, 7UP, fru it .
juices, mil k, too.

I

California

Oregon
Intel College Relations
3585 S.W. 198th Avenue
Aloha . OR 97005
Arizona
Intel College Relallons
' 6401 W. Willia ms Field Road
Chandler. AZ 85224

FOUR GREAT LOCATIONS.

Texas

w e·ve buil t our facilities where the quality of
life is high . because only 1n such places can we
attract the highly skilled . highly mollvated
peopl e we need . Thats why we can offer you
Cali forni a s San Francisco Peninsula :
Portland. Orego n: Phoenix . Arizona : or Austin .
Te11as . each with its own intrig uing ll fe~ty t e

Intel MRI College Re lallons
12675 Research Bou levard
Austin. TX 78759

SIGN UP NOW.
If you re abou t to receive a degree 1n electrical
engineering . computer sc1enc.e . sohd·state
physics. chemical engineering or material

Nothings so delicious as Comfort ® on-the-rocks!
SOUTHERN COMFORT CO RPORATION, 80 · 100 PROOF UOUEUR. S T LOUIS. M O 63132

I

An Eq ual Opportunity Employer M Ft H

~~orts
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Lady Knights swing four in a row
The Lady Kni_ght tennis team continued its four-game winning streak by
defeating James Madison University 6-3 recently at the UCF tennis courts.
UCF's victory string included wins over the University of Tampa . (6-3'),
Seminole Community College (9-0) and Daytona Community College (8-1).
Against Tampa, the Lady Knight split in singles play. Daren Cooke (UCF lost
in straight sets, 6-0, 7-5, while UCF's Jill Soderberg won the No. 2 singles match 64, 6-l.
.
Other winners for UCF were Joan Hobgood (No. 3), Kim Zurawicki (No. 5) and
Susan Rushing (No. 6). Rushing won her match 6-0, 6~ 1.
UCF t9ok the No. I and No. 2 doubles matches to secure the win. SoderbergKathy Christiansen earned a three-set victory by 6-3, 6-7, 7-6 scores, while teammates Zurawicki-Rushing ripped their opponents in straight sets by identical 6-2
scores.
Rocky's ladies then traveled to Daytona Beach ComIJlunity College and continued their winning ways, as they allowed only one DBCC victory on the day.
Karin Cooke won 6-2, 6-1 at number one, and Jill Soderberg took 4-6, 6-1, 6-4
victories at second singles. Joan Hobgood allowed her foe only three games 6-1, 62 on her way to a win. UCF lost fourth singles, but Lady Knight Kim Zurawicki
crushed her Daytona opponent 6-0, 6-1. Susan Rushing pulled out a tough second
set to win 6-2, 7-6.
Christiansen and Soderberg took number one 6-4, 6-3, an~ Rushing and
Zurawicki coasted to a 6-0, 6-1 winning margin in doubles. Cook~ and Woodard
completed the 9,0 match tally with a 6-3, 7-5 third doubles vi.ctory.
The team faces a very tough Rollins College squad at 2:30 p.m. March 6 here at
UCF.

Three UCF gfapp~ers
place at ·nationals .
All thre~ UCF wrestlers that attended the NCAA Division II Championship in Omaha, Neb. placed in the top
10 of the tournamen!.
Doug Peters of the 134 lb. class
placed fifth while Rich Dombrowski
repeated his sixth place finish of last
year in the 158 lb. class. Bob Wimberly, from Homestead, fi~ished eighth
in the 118 lb. class.

----

.

The Knights finished 19th in the
nation. They lived up to the latest
Division II poll of being ranked among
the nation's top 10 teams.
UCF . has had .Previous all-

Americans in three years with this
year's performance topping the
showings of past years.

In previous years, the top six
wrestlers in each weight dass earned
all-American titles. This year the rule
changed allowing the . top eight
w_r~_tl~t.s. in each class to gain honors.
Ten UCF Wrestlers are traveling to
Sebrin_g on Ma~h-~9 t.Q_ col"!!l?ete i_n th~
Olympic trails. Thi.s competition will
allow them to gain the right to go to
the final triais in Cleveland, Ohio in
late April.

artan ~Plebr/F~ •

·~-

Kathy Ch.ristiansen puts talents together with teammate Jill So~erberg
to top James Madison College in doubles competition, 6-3, -6- 7, 7-6.

. .t·

"A· LIGHT
TOUCH"

"CONTACT·

1.INSl.S.

HARD. _;_ $35

SOFT-$75

'.
.. '
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Baseball Knights Stab South Florida Bulls, 10-3
by Fred Lee
shift writer

.

The University of South Florida Bulls may think twice the
next time they plan to open their baseball season against
UCF.
.
Glenn Miller's two-run homer ignited a six-run rally in the
fourth inning and the Knights coasted to a I 0-3 win over
South Florida Tues.day. The Knights also whipped Florida
Internatienal 7-2 Saturday. UCF _n ow stands at 6-3.
The Knights started o~t big. Cepterfielder Tim Foskett
smacked the first pitch for a triple and later scored on
Warren Pickett's single.
In the second inning, Glenn Miller tripled to deep center.
He scored on Jim Hawkins single, and Hawkins came in on
Mark Deglomine's double to left field.
.
Then came the explosive fourth inning. Frank Surmaczewicz started it off with a single up the middle. Gl~nn
Miller then came up and smashed his two-run shot. Jim
Hawkins and Mark Deglomin'e both singled, with Hawkins
advancing to third when the rightfielder dropped the ball.
A single by Tjm Foskett atrowed Hawkins to score and he
. advanced Deg_lo_iline to third. Deglomine scored on a
·sacrifice which also advanced Foskett to third. Warren
Pickett hit a single to score Fo~"kett and sent the Bull pitcher
to the dugout.
An~ther run scored when pinch-runner Tom King trotted
in on a hit to center.
"We've got some kids doing the work and putting in a
strong effort," said UCF Coach Bill Moon. "Sometimes it:s
'tough to play as muc~ as we do, but that's what the games
all about." Moon was referring to the grneling SO-game
schedule.
All the runs for the Bulls ·came in on a three-run homer to
Tom Hilter in the sixth inning . · Up to that time, Knight pitcher Joe Russell had given up only four hits. Russell's pitching record is now 2-0.
.
UCF picked up another run in the eighth inning to dnve
the nail into the coffin. Mike Miracle came in to relieve
Russell in the seven.t h inning. "Mike can be as good a releif
pitcher as there is in college baseball," said Moon of the
. hard-throwing righthander. "If he keeps up, he may have a
chance to be a professional ballplayer."
FIU fell to the Knights 7-2 Saturday. Warren Pickett hff
his fourth homer of the season to straightaway center to
begin the scoring.
The Sunblazer second baseman responded in the sixth inby hammefing -a tw_o -run homer to give FIU the lead for the
first and only time.
. The Knights picked up five runs in their half of the sixth,..,
to finish off FIU.
·
UCF is in action again today at 3: 15 p.m. against Temple. They also play Temple Saturday and Sunday at 2:00.

Brian LaPeter/Future

Glenn Miller, 2, gets a hit for the Knights in Saturday's game against FIU. UCF won 7-2.
The Knights ta_!<e on Temple today at 3:15 at home. .
_ _

UCF drops championship to Moes
second haif, to tak; g;me-high ;coring honors
"with 32 points.
Ruben Cotton snagged 16
rebounds
to
turn
back
the upset-minded Braves
The Jenkins Fieldhouse seems to have a special
and
give
UCF
the
81-78
victory.
jinx on the UCF knights.
Unfottunately
for
the
Knights,
it was to be their
Once again, the Knight cagers were forced to
play a crucial game in the Lakeland gym, and · only victory in the Jenkins Fieldhouse this year.
PLAYING IN their own backyard, the Moes
once again UCF came up just short, as Florida
used
a balanced attack, led by All-Tournament
. Southern . 'defeated the Knights 71-64 in the
Most
Valuable Player Mike Hayes with_18 points,
NCAA South Region championship game.
to stymie UCF's bid for the NCAA quarterfinal~.
UCF advanced to the finals be be<>ting a stingy
Florida Southern led from the start. UCF had
West Georgia club 81-78 the night before. The ·
to
start Jim Beachum in the place of Knight
game started out ,a s a sprint race, with both clubs
playmaker
G.erald Jones, who suffered a foot inrunning. The Knights, with more experience in
that department, ran their way to a 42-36 half- jury. Although Beachum did a fine job filling in,
UCF son:~ ly missed Jones' 19 point average and
time lead.
lane penetration ability. Men's basketbal, page 15
Bo Clark canned eight straight shots in thP

By Vince Cotroneo

treelan~e writer

Fahey travels 'to Olympic team t·rials
by Patti Linzy

team . She led UCF to its firs!> state title
this year, scoring 61 points in three
gapi~Li_n the tournament. The_Lady
At least one and p'Ossibly two UCF
Knights - are in Mississippi this
weekend, competing in the Division II ·
basketball players will travel to
Colorado Springs later this month to
regional basketball tournament.
compete in the . open trials for the
Smith also missed the first part of the
session ·due to volleyball commitments.
1980 Summer Olyl_Tlpic basketball
. The tallest member of this year's squad
team.
. Freshman sensatiqn Meg Fahey will
at six foot, she was one of the leading
definitely make the trip, while senior
scorers for UCF. According to Sirmons, her main advantage· could be
Laura Smith has yet to make her final
her physical· condition.
The year
decision . Each must provide her own
transportation to and .from Colorado . hasn't been a particularly"healthy one
for Smith, who missed part of the
Springs, as well as food and lodging
volleyball season with a knee operation
while there.
' Like the name implies, the trials. a're
and has also suffered from ankle inopen to anyone who wants to try out
juries.
.
The main areas of concern to the
for. the team . The open competition
will be held March 24 and 25, with
open trial judges will be e~te_nsive confinals the 26-28. Those selected to the
ditioning, extensive ball-handling and
· extreme . pressure shooting, Sirmons
team will then spend from March 29
said. Prior to the trials, the athletes
until April 22 in a team training
will undergo a four-day-a-week, fourpr9gram before leaving on a European
to-f ive-hours-a-day training program
tour April 23.
to help them prepare for the comUpon receiving the introductory in~
petition. _ _ _ _ · _
formation, UCF Coach Nancy Sfrmons
s·irmons, in her second year of .
asked Fahey and Smith if they would
coaching at UCF, participated in the
like to try out for the Olympics. Why
Pan American Game t_rials as a high
these two? Because she said they
school senior. At that time, women's,
provided much of the strength for the
basketball was not an event in the
Lady Knights throughout the season.
Summer Olympics, so the Pan Am
"Meg has the most floor sense of
games were considered the ultimate as
anyone on the team," says the head
far as international competition was
coach. "She is extremely coachable
and has added so much to the team
concerned.
Sirmons made the team, but due to a
since she's been here"."
personal emergency, was unabl e to
F ahey joined the team in mid-season
compete iri the ga mes.
She still
a nd performed well enough to be
remembers, however,
w.h a t
the
named to th e All-S ta te basketb a ll
staff writer

tr~ining

sessions were like.
"The competition was tough," Sirmons recalls. "People came from all
over the country. Every ~:lay we spent
eight hours on the floor, shooting, running, plays, etc. · Then we had two
hours of extensi've skull sessions. After
that, there ~as two hours of studying
plays. You litera1ly eat, live, sleep and

drink basketball once you make it."
While the competition figures to be
fierce, anyone who participates in the
trials Sirmons says, will benefit from
the experience alone. "Just the ex::'
perience of going there and trying out
will help them (Fahey and Smith),"
she says. "What they'll see and learn
\>Viii be invaluable to them."

Knights to take on USA
Olympic Soccer Team
The UCF soccer team will play the United States Olyµlpic team tomorrow at 4
p.m. at Trinity Prep . The Knights will also tackle the· Trinidad national team
Wednesday at UCF.
UCF Coach Jim Rudy is on the national team staff along wjth U.S. Olympic
Coach Walt Chyzowych and said that both teams play a similar style.
"In terms of strength, speed and technical ability they'll be better than us,
because they have players who are on professional and college Division I teams,"
said Rudy. Three-fourths of the players on the Olympic team have been signed by
professional teams.
Featured players-include Darryl Gee, who was on the national youth team that
recently played West Germany in the Tangerine Bowl. G~e was drafted in the first
round by the New York Cosmos of the North Afl1erican Soccer League. The
Cosmos gave up two first round draft choices to obtain Gee.
Also playing will be Parade All-Amerkao Billy Mackeon.
Rudy said the Trinidad national team, who the Knights -play Wedn esda y,
"should be a power to contend with in the coming years." Thi s same tea m serves
as th e na tional team, youth tea n and Olympic team for Trinid ad. They were
eliminated fi:om the 1982 Wo rld Cup in Spa in a nd a re now taking a long term a pproac:h to their tea m s.hooting fo r the 1986 World Cup.
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Men's tennis serves out five more defeats
By Jim Ames

sbffwrlter

Coach Henry Brandon's tennis Knights are now 14-1, the
best record among Sunshine State teams. Due to the poor
weather conditions during the Sunshine State Conference
Tournament, tourney play was cancelled, and the Knights
missed the opportunity to show that they are in fact, number
one.
The Knights extended their winning streak to six, as they
crushed visiting James Madison University 8-l .
Singles:
Doubles:
Lucci W 6-0, 6-2
Lucci-Chappell W forfeit
Chafe L 7-6 6-2
Chafe-Krass W 7-5, 7-5
Langill W 6~3. 6-2
Langill- Stauble W 6-3, 6-0
Krass W 1-6, 6-1, 6-3
Chappell W 6-3, 6-2
Stauble W 6-3, 6-0
_
Against Division I foe Ball State, UCF pulled out a 5-4 victory as second a.n d third doubles secured the Knight match ,
win.
Tom Lucci lost only his second match of the season .at
number one singles wfrh scores of 6-7, 5-7. After dropping
second singles, UCF came back with freshman Dave Chafe
winning 7-6, 2-6, 6-3. Fourth singles also faltered, but once
again UCF came back as freshman Gilbert Chappell won 6- ·
1, 6-1 while Dave Stauble won his match 7-6, 3-6, 6-2.
The second doubles team of Lucci and Chappell ended a '
4-4 match tie as the Youngstown-Merritt Island tandum won
1-6, 6-4, 6-3. Chafe and Krass sealed their win with a 6-3, 75 score at third doubles .
The squad had little trouble with Florida Southern rolling
8-1.
Doubles: ·
Singles:
Lucci W 6-2, -6-3
Langill-Stauble L
Langill W forfeit
Lucci-Chappell W 1-6, 6-4, 6-l
Chafe W 4-6, 6-1, 6-4
K~ass-Chafe W 6-2, 6-l
Krass·w 6-4, 6-1
Chappell W 6-1, 6-3
Stauble W6-1, 7-6
.
UCF then traveled to Jacksonville .and played more of the ·
same strong tennis winning 7-2.
Singles:
Doubles:
.
Lucci W 6-7, 7-6, 6-4
Langill-Stauble L 6-4, 6-1
Langill W 6-1, 2-6, 6-4
Chafe-Kra~s ~.6-2, 7-6
Chafe W 6-4, 6-4
Krass L 4-6, 0-6
Chappell W 6-2, 6-0
Stauble W 6-2. 6-0
- The Knights had a tougher time wjth Guilford College
From North Carolina, but the visitors lost 5-4 .. The match
boiled down to second doubles, with the overall mat-ch tied
and Lucci and Langill even with their foes at one set apiece
going into the third set at the second doubles slot. Once
again the duo did the job winning 6-3 in the third set to give
the Knights yet another victory .

.

i

,'

' f ...
~
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UCF freshman David Chafe against his Guilford opponent, Chafe won, 6-0, 4-6: B-2-. The
. Knights take on the University of Maryland tomorrow at home at 2 p.m. -

Men.'s

basketball------frompagel4

shots from the field while hauling down 8
rebounds.
IN THE SECOND HALF UCF had a big
break when, with 9 min to go, Florida Southern
All-American candidate John Ebeling was benched after committing his fourth foul. But UCF
could only trade baskets with Southern after
Ebeling left the game.
With 6 1/2 minutes remaining, Coach Torchy
Clark had no choice but to employ his final
weapon, the full-court press. Using the press,
UCF cut a 63-58 Moc lead to 63-62 .
After UCF .closed the score to 65-64, Southern
began stalling tactics with 4:4 7 remaining.
UCF was forced to foul someone and that
someone was Brian Radon. Radon sank
free
throws and gave the Mocas,sins a 67-64 lead. The
game was won. FSC had its third win against
UCF this year and the NCAA South Region

two

The game, by no means, was a runaway. The
Knights kept the contest tight in the first half with
the inside play of Ruben Cotton .. Cotton hit 5 of 8
crown . ;;I though Gerald's play was the key,"
said Clark. "Give Southern credit, they're a great
team and will represent the conference well. We
just didn't have the big man all year, and I never
thought our boys would not get this far. The
school should be proud of them."
The Knights ended the 1979-80 campaign with
an impressive 25-4 and a top team (fourth)
national ranking. Bo Clark ended his UCF career
as game-high scorer with 20 points, and will go
d~wn in the record books as the K11ights all-time
pointsman.
The Knights also say goodbye to another
senior, "Steady Pete Krull. Krull came to UCF as
a high school All-American out of Birnamwood,
Wis.
.

Opinion

Division 1·cagers fear playing
by Jim Ames
abffwrtter

I feel it's necessary (about time) to shed a little realistic light on the recent
criticism of the UCF basketball schedule.
Criticism is really unwarranted because the UCF basketball program may be
the best pro-rated team in the nation. This means that in proportion to the budget
and facilities, Torchy Clark has built a basketball program that is one of the most
successful among all schools in the co~ntry.
One of the first questions critics will ask is "Why did Florida Southern play so
many Division I schools and we played so few?" The answer is simple: .UCF is well
known for being a Division II basketball power over the last six years, whereas
Florida So~thern has just begun competing successfully.on the national'level.
Thus, the larger schools will schedule the less-heralded schools, like Florida
Southern, as opposed to scheduling a very successful school like UCF.
. The bigger .~nd more prestigious school would have to lose and nothing to gain
m such a contest. That is. what ·Florida Southern's Division I- foes found out tirsthand this year. Incidentally, Southern could only schedule two Division I
schools for the 1981 s~ason.

...

It was only three years ago when the. University of South Florida, ·a strong
Division I basketball school, agreed to play the 'Knights at Tampa. After a UCF
upset victory, USF's-coach vowed he.. wouldn't play the Knights .again. But USF
agreed to play Torchy's team, providing they played on South Florida 's home
court again in 1978. The Knights went on to beat USF by 20. Since that time USF
ha~ said, as have many Division I teams Coach Clark has asked to play, "We can't
fit you into our schedule." I'm sure that Furman may have a similar attitude
toward UC~ after this year.
An even more important factor is the financing of hosting or traveling to other
well known schools. Coach Clark has done an admirable job working with the
$50,000 budget. But Florida Southern is working toward a Division I program in
the near future, investing over $75,000 towards its basketball program this year.
UCF'c; goals on the other hand, are not aimed at a Division I basketball program.
UCF football has overshadowed Torchy's basketball program.
Another interesting point is that the l 980 schedule was already made before the
arrival of starting forY:'ard Ruben Cotton (15.5 points per game and top .rebounder

un~erdog, UCF

at 13 p~r game) and the Knight's starting center, Dean Rossin (7 points per game
. and 9 rebounds per contest). There is little doubt what a difference those two
meant to the pr;ogram . Maybe a few of those "runaways" as mentioned last week
by "J.W . Ame~," (no relation) may have been a lot different in their outcome
without their presence.
"

I feel that criticism of the schedule is aimed at the coaching s.taff, which
organizes the season slate under the restraints of the budget. It is to this writer's
dismay and bewilderment as to how Coach· Clark's program can be criticized by
some here at home, when the same man drew the attention of Sports Illustrated
magazine this year. The SI feature highljghted the achievements of Clark, both
past and present, giving deserving recognition to Clark and his high scoring son,
Bo.
The fact is UCF was rated the No. I J?ivision II school in the nation eight games
into the season. Granted , the Knights' big win against Furman was important, but
UCF's supposedly "weak" schedule wa·s common knowledge to those who voted
the Knights No . I above Florida Southern and every other Division II school in the
country. UCF went on to lose only four games this year, one to Rollins, which is
always a nailbiting Cfmtest; and three games to Florida. Southern, presently the
nation's No. I Division II school: Under the pressure of the regional tournament
face-off between UCF and Southern, the two squads were separated by only one
point 'Yi th a minute n;maining in the contest.
Playing Divi~ion I schools may very well add needed experience to a team,
such as Southern, but I truly doubt it was the deciding factor in its recent
showdown with UCF.
I think the ~tudent body, faculty and all UCF basketball enthusiasts ~hould be
extremely thankful that T0rchy Clark has had such tremendous success here at
UCF.
After UCF's win over Georgia's finest, West Georgia, and just three days after
the final game of the season against Southern, I asked Torchy if he was planning to
leavf' UCF and take an offer for a higher-budgeted basketball program. !orchy
·said "You know that anyone will tell you that there are at least 75 better eating
places than Krystal. But l'Jl tell you the truth, I'll still eat there just as I have in the
past."
·
Let's all be thankful that Torchy is loyal.
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University of Central Florida's

.SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS (SOC)
offers

1980 CLASSES for FRESHMAN thru ·GRADUATE students
To ensllre your place in these courses, REGISTER for them NOW by PHONE to SOC (855-0881)-1·5 p.m. any
day. You then register tor Main Campus Courses at your scheduled alJpointment time by going to the Problem
Table.

SPRING 1980
Reg.
Key

Course

No.

Sec.

Title .

Hrs.

PM Time

Day

6-9
6-9

Wed.
Mon.

6-10

Wed.

2-5 .
6·9
Call SOC

Tues. Daytime
Wed.

BUSINESS
2108 , .. ACC
. 223i-·..--' BUL

232..
3111

51
51

3
3

3255

91

4

Financial Accounting II
Legal Environment of Business

EDUCATION
3268

EDF

Classroom Mgmt & Learning
EVT 3367
EVT 3062
EVT 3371
EVT 3365
EVT ·3 562
EVT 3366
EDG4941

No. prereq. required

ENGINEERING
5109
5105

GEO
EGN
also

3370
4824

.51
51

7103

HSC

3328

91

3
3

Resources Geography
Energy and Man
Grad. level cour$es on TV Tapes

HEALTH RELATED PROFESSIONS
3

U.S. Health Care Systems

6-9

Mon.

note time change

6-10
6-10
7-10

Mon.
Thur.
Thur.

note time change

5-7
6·9*

Tues.· Thur.
Tues. ASC * Day & Night

7-10
6-10
6-10
6-10 6·10

Tues.
Wed.
Mon. No prereq. required
Tues.
Thurs. No prereq. required

HUMANITIES & FINE ARTS
4140
4195
4151'

ENC
AMH
' ENC

1103
3310
3352

51
51
51

4
4
3

1282
1156

MAC

1104
1020

51
51

4
3

Composition I
American Social History
Professional Report Writing I

NATURAL SCIENCES

zoo

College Algebra
Biology of Man (Color TV)

SOCIAL SCIENCES
6164
6230
6274
6UO
6114

SPC
PSY

soc
SSI
ADV

·1014
2013
3150
4932
4801

51
51
51
51
91

3
4
4
4
4

Fund. of Ol'al Communication
General Psychology I
Criminology
Science Fiction
Advertising Campaigns

*Other Day/Time Arranged AT $TUDENT'S CONVENIENCE

THE ABOVE COURSES FIT INTO YOUR SCHEDULE AS FOLLOWS:
Required For
Bus. Majors
ENC 1103
ENC3352
MAC 1104
ACC2324
BUL 3111
SPC 1014

Approved Environmentals
Foi' Business Majors
GE03370 ~~
EGN 4824 / · EN
HSC3328 >HR
EDF.3255 >ED .

Basic Environmentals
For Everyone
REQUIRED:
ENC 1103
SPC 1014

SOC3150}
ADV4801 SS
SSl4932
ENC 3352 >-Hf

DESIRABLE:
PSY2013
MAC 1104
zoo 1020
AMH3310

Adv. Environmentals
For Everyone
SSl4932
BUL 3111
EDf 3255
GE03370
EGN4824
HSC3328
AMH3310
ENC3352
SOC3150
ADV4801

.

COMPUTER SERVICES AT SOC: We have a Decwriter II computer terminal tied to the main campus.
UCF students located in SOC's service area are encouraged to.use this equipment. Call
for a time allocation between 8 a.m. and 10 p.m. (5 p.m. Friday).
Harris Computer users must get a dial-up access number from their teacher~.

If you want these courses you can REGISTER by PHONE TO SOC now-1to5 p.m. any day. Please call us regard·
ing, .other courses ancl/ or degree programs that you would like offered at SOC.
[

SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS
7300 Lake Ellenor Drive
Ph. 855-0881
In Orlando Central Park
· On South Orange Blossom Trail
Dr. R.C.HARDEft, DIRECTOR

50.

soc
•McCOY•
'--.-----'

